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When a man discovers his father in New York has long had another, secret, family—a wife and
two kids—the interlocking fates of both families lead to surprise loyalties, love triangles, and a
reservoir of inner strength in this "expansive and elegantly crafted novel" (Fresh Air, NPR).
"Rich with the complexities of life . . . the stories create a world made fully dimensional through
changes of perspective—major characters appear and reappear as part of one or another’s
experience and testimony . . . Pull any life’s thread and you discover a mesh of involvement
that soon takes in all the others. It is a fine thing, subtly done, and truly exhilarating." —The Wall
Street Journal Ethan, a young lawyer in New York, learns that his father has long kept a
second family—a Thai wife and two kids living in Queens. In the aftermath of this revelation,
Ethan's mother spends a year working abroad, returning much changed, as events introduce
her to the other wife. Across town, Ethan's half brothers are caught in their own complicated
journeys: one brother's penchant for minor delinquency has escalated, and the other must
travel to Bangkok to bail him out, while the bargains their mother has struck about love and
money continue to shape their lives. As Ethan finds himself caught in a love triangle of his own,
the interwoven fates of these two households elegantly unfurl to encompass a woman rallying
to help an ill brother with an unreliable lover and a filmmaker with a girlhood spent in Nepal.
Evoking a generous and humane spirit, and a story that ranges over three continents, Secrets
of Happiness elucidates the ways people marshal the resources at hand to forge their own
forms of joy.
The first book focused on the political resonances of E. M. Forster's engagement with and
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representations of music.
E. M. Forster and Virginia Woolf were members of the Bloomsbury Group and key literary
figures at the forefront of an artistic movement known as Modernism in the early twentieth
century, a movement which for English literature meant the innovative re-shaping of
boundaries in form, narrative and language. Originally published in 1942, this book presents
the historic text of the Rede Lecture, which was delivered by E. M. Forster in the Senate
House, Cambridge on 29th May 1941, two months after Woolf's death. The lecture was also
given in an alternate form at the Royal Institution of Great Britain on 5th March 1942. In this
lecture Forster celebrates Woolf's colossal contribution to literature as well as challenges her
work as both a fellow writer and friend. Capturing and illuminating the shifting mood and
interests in literature at the time, this landmark lecture is a must-read for all literature scholars.
"A Room with a View is a 1908 novel by English writer E. M. Forster, about a young woman in
the restrained culture of Edwardian era England. Set in Italy and England, the story is both a
romance and a humorous critique of English society at the beginning of the 20th century.
Merchant Ivory produced an award-winning film adaptation in 1985.The Modern Library ranked
A Room with a View 79th on its list of the 100 best English-language novels of the 20th century
(1998)."
Based on exclusive access to E. M. Forster's previously restricted diaries this scrupulously
researched and sensitively written biography is the first to put the fact that he was homosexual
back at the heart of his story.
The correspondence of the distinguished British author, E.M. Forster, portrays his personal life
and the development of his literary career
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In this entertaining and enlightening collection David Lodge considers the art of fiction under a
wide range of headings, drawing on writers as diverse as Henry James, Martin Amis, Jane
Austen and James Joyce. Looking at ideas such as the Intrusive Author, Suspense, the
Epistolary Novel, Magic Realism and Symbolism, and illustrating each topic with a passage
taken from a classic or modern novel, David Lodge makes the richness and variety of British
and American fiction accessible to the general reader. He provides essential reading for
students, aspiring writers and anyone who wants to understand how fiction works.
A collection of essays on the life and work of E. M. Forster.
The renowned British novelist’s “casual and wittily acute guidance” on reading—and
writing—great fiction (Harper’s). Renowned for such classics as A Room with a View, Howards
End, and A Passage to India, E. M. Forster was one of Britain’s—and the world’s—most
distinguished fiction writers, a frequent nominee for the Nobel Prize in Literature. In this
collection of lectures delivered at Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1927, he takes a wide-ranging
look at English-language novels—with specific examples from such masters as Dickens and
Austen—discussing the elements they all have in common. Using a witty, informal tone and
drawing as well on his extensive readings in French and Russian literature, Forster discusses
his ideas in reference to such figures as Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, and Proust; explains the
difference between “flat” and “round” characters and between plot and story; and ultimately
provides an “admirable and delightful” education for anyone who appreciates the art of a good
book (The New York Times).
William di Canzio’s Alec, inspired by Maurice, E. M. Forster’s secret novel of a happy samesex love affair, tells the story of Alec Scudder, the gamekeeper Maurice Hall falls in love with in
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Forster’s classic, published only after the author's death. Di Canzio follows their story past the
end of Maurice to the front lines of battle in World War I and beyond. Forster, who tried to write
an epilogue about the future of his characters, was stymied by the radical change that the
Great War brought to their world. With the hindsight of a century, di Canzio imagines a future
for them and a past for Alec—a young villager possessed of remarkable passion and selfknowledge. Alec continues Forster’s project of telling stories that are part of “a great
unrecorded history.” Di Canzio’s debut novel is a love story of epic proportions, at once
classic and boldly new.
An exquisitely told tragic tale of thwarted love, My Policeman is soon to be adapted into film by
Amazon Prime starring Harry Styles and Emma Corrin. It is in 1950s' Brighton that Marion first
catches sight of Tom. He teaches her to swim in the shadow of the pier and Marion is smitten determined her love will be enough for them both. A few years later in Brighton Museum
Patrick meets Tom. Patrick is besotted with Tom and opens his eyes to a glamorous,
sophisticated new world. Tom is their policeman, and in this age it is safer for him to marry
Marion. The two lovers must share him, until one of them breaks and three lives are destroyed.
'I loved it. Devoured it! A wonderful read. Tense, romantic, smart; a beautiful portrait of a
seaside town poised at an exact moment in history, with people trapped by laws and mores'
Russell T. Davies (on Instagram)
Half a century after his demise, and over a century after the publication of his first novel Where
Angels Fear to Tread in 1905, E. M. Forster still remains within the scope of interest of readers
and critics. His life and his works continue to stir emotions and raise questions concerning
humanity, nationality, and world culture(s). However, the opinions vary as to the continuation of
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the interest in the writer and his works. Some see him and his novels as old-fashioned, while
others, like Zadie Smith, find Forster inspiring and the ‘muddled’ protagonists of his books
fascinating. Is the interest in this writer to continue, or is it doomed to gradual oblivion? What is
there in his life and his stories that can make new generations want to reach out for his works
and writings? To understand the place of the writer in the present world, one must look back to
the beginnings of Forster’s career, as well as to the times in which he lived, commented on,
and created in. This book discusses the presence and legacy of Forster in English literature
and social history. Its double title reflects the duality of its content, with the book exploring
Forster’s own works as well as the position of Forster and his oeuvre and the values he stood
for within British and world culture(s). The book offers, therefore, a variety of new
interpretations of a selection of well-known and culturally established works of the writer
viewed against the findings of contemporary perspectives. It demonstrates how Forster’s
novel, short stories, and non-fictional writings interfuse, affect, and re-shape the literary pieces
of other writers.

A lucid and accessible reading of all the novels taking full account of recent
critical work but avoiding theoretical jargon to present a new and original view of
E.M. Forster's writing.
This authorized biography traces the growth of the novelist--his education and
travels, his literary success, his sexual and social emancipation as an admitted
homosexual, and his emergence as an active public figure
E.M. Forster’s 1924 political and philosophical masterpiece, A Passage to India,
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is among the greatest novels of the twentieth century. The book mirrors the
troubled politics of colonialism and questions whether a friendship between a
British person and an Indian would have been possible in those prejudiced times.
Adela Quested and her fellow British travelers, set to experience the ‘real’ India,
develop a friendship with the suave Dr. Aziz. A mysterious incident occurs while
they are exploring the Marabar Caves, and the trip results in a shocking
accusation on the well-respected doctor that throws Chandrapore into a fever of
racial tension and results in a devastating series of events, revealing how deeply
the bigotry has taken root. A powerful depiction of a society in the grasp of
imperialism, ‘A Passage to India’ portraits the future of individuals caught
between the major political and cultural conflicts of the modern world.
A Room with a View – When Lucy Honeychurch embarks on a journey of a
lifetime to Italy, little does she know that she would fall for the reckless man
George, with whom she and co-traveller had exchanged the room with in
Florence. In spite of her self-denial about her growing attraction to George Lucy
knows in her heart that she cannot marry another man, let alone Cecil Vyse, who
is not only downright obnoxious but also overbearing. This book is a classic
romance which has also been adapted into a highly successful movie featuring
Helena Bonham Carter, Julian Sands, Maggie Smith and Daniel Day-Lewis.
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Howards End - The story revolves around three families in England at the
beginning of the 20th century: the Wilcoxes, rich capitalists with a fortune made
in the colonies; the half-German Schlegel siblings (Margaret, Helen, and Tibby),
whose cultural pursuits have much in common with the Bloomsbury Group; and
the Basts, an impoverished young couple from a lower-class background. As fate
would have it, their lives are going to be intertwined in such a manner that the
secret passions and flying tempers would bring each of the family to the verge of
ruin. Can they survive this vortex or will they be ruined forever?
A major reassessment of the great English novelist This impressive new book by
the celebrated British critic Frank Kermode examines hitherto neglected aspects
of the novelist E. M. Forster's life and work. Kermode is interested to see how it
was that this apparently shy, reclusive man should have claimed and kept such a
central position in the English writing of his time, even though for decades he
composed no fiction and he was not close to any of his great
contemporaries—Henry James, Ford Madox Ford, Joseph Conrad, James Joyce.
Concerning E. M. Forster has at its core the Clark Lectures that Kermode gave at
Cambridge University in 2007 on the subject of Forster, eighty years after Forster
himself gave those lectures, which became Aspects of the Novel. Kermode
reappraised the influence and meaning of that great work, assessed the
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significance of Forster's profound musicality (Britten thought him the most
musical of all writers), and offered a brilliant interpretation of Forster's greatest
work, A Passage to India. But there is more to Concerning E. M. Forster than
that. Thinking about Forster vis-àvis other great modern writers, noting his
interest in Proust and Gide and his lack of curiosity about American fiction, and
observing that Forster was closest to the people who shared not his literary
interests or artistic vocation but, rather, his homosexuality, Kermode's book offers
a wise, original, and persuasive new portrait not just of Forster but of twentiethcentury English letters.
Howards End (1910) is a novel by English author E.M. Forster. Inspired by his
interactions with the famous Bloomsbury Group of writers and intellectuals, as
well as by his personal experience growing up with a large inheritance on the
family estate of Rooks Nest, Howards End has been recognized as one of the
finest novels ever written in English. The story loosely follows the lives of three
families: the Wilcoxes, whose wealth derives from the exploitation of British
colonies; the Basts, an impoverished couple; and the Schlegels, half-German
sisters who find themselves set between the vastly opposing classes of their
peers. Much of the novel is set on the Wilcox estate, known as Howards End, a
symbol of fortune and a reminder of the generational implications of hoarded
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wealth. When Ruth Wilcox moves to London, she befriends her neighbor
Margaret Schlegel. On her deathbed, and in secret, Ruth leaves a note
instructing that Howards End be left to Margaret in her will, bypassing her family
entirely. When her son Henry, a widower, finds out, he destroys the note,
ensuring that the estate remains within the family. Years later, when the two meet
again, Henry proposes to Margaret, bringing the Wilcox and Schlegel families
closer together. But when her sister Helen brings the struggling Leonard and
Jacky Bast to a party at Howards End, Henry, who recognizes Jacky as a former
mistress, believes he is being set up, and breaks off the engagement. Although
they reconcile, Margaret is driven apart from her sisters, who resent the Wilcoxes
and distrust Henry. But when Helen becomes pregnant by Leonard, and a tragic
event destroys several lives, the families are brought together once more, and
both Margaret and Henry are forced to choose between the fortune they stand to
gain and the love they stand to lose. E.M. Forster’s Howards End is a
masterpiece, a brilliant study of family, wealth, romance, and secrecy that
captures the depravity of the English aristocracy without losing what sets it
apart—an undeterred sense of humanity. With a beautifully designed cover and
professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of E.M. Forster’s Howards End is
a classic of English literature reimagined for modern readers.
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Although he is best known for his novels-several of which have been made into popular moviesE.M. Forster also published stories. This volume, which collects those stories published during
Forster's lifetime, provides an opportunity for readers to discover these less familiar works.
Rich in irony and alive with sharp observations on the surprises life holds, the stories often
feature violent events, discomforting coincidences, and other disruptive happenings that throw
the characters' perceptions and beliefs off balance. In their keen Introduction, David Leavitt
and Mark Mitchell discuss Forster's place in both the short-story tradition and in the tradition of
gay literature. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
In this loose retelling of Howard's End, Zadie Smith considers the big questions: Why do we fall
in love with the people we do? Why do we visit our mistakes on our children? What makes life
truly beautiful? Set in New England mainly and London partly, On Beauty concerns a pair of
feuding families—the Belseys and the Kippses—and a clutch of doomed affairs. It puts low
morals among high ideals and asks some searching questions about what life does to love. For
the Belseys and the Kippses, the confusions—both personal and political—of our uncertain age
are about to be brought close to home: right to the heart of family.
From the literary icon, author of Howard’s End and A Passage to India, comes a posthumous
collection of short works, many never before published. Featuring fourteen short stories, The
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Life to Come spans six decades of E. M. Forster’s literary career, tracking every phase of his
development. Never having sought publication for most of the stories—only two were published
in his lifetime—Forster worried his career would suffer because of their overtly homosexual
themes. Instead they were shown to an appreciative circle of friends and fellow writers,
including Christopher Isherwood, Siegfried Sassoon, Lytton Strachey, and T. E. Lawrence.
With stories that are lively and amusing (“What Does It Matter?”; “The Obelisk”), and others
that are more somber and thought-provoking (“Dr Woolacott”; “Arthur Snatchfold”), The Life
to Come sheds a light on Forster’s powerful but suppressed explorations beyond the strictures
of conventional society. “Have we been as ready for Forster’s honesty as we thought we
were? His greatness surely had root in his capacity to treat all human relationships seriously
and truthfully. . . . Even the earliest and most ephemeral of them will be recognized as the
frailer embodiments of the same passionate convictions that made for the moral iron of his
novels.” —Eudora Welty, The New York Times Book Review
A REVELATORY LOOK AT THE INTIMATE LIFE OF THE GREAT AUTHOR—AND HOW IT
SHAPED HIS MOST BE LOVED WORKS With the posthumous publication of his longsuppressed novel Maurice in 1970, E. M. Forster came out as a homosexual— though that
revelation made barely a ripple in his literary reputation. As Wendy Moffat persuasively argues
in A Great Unrecorded History, Forster's homosexuality was the central fact of his life. Between
Wilde's imprisonment and the Stonewall riots, Forster led a long, strange, and imaginative life
as a gay man. He preserved a vast archive of his private life—a history of gay experience he
believed would find its audience in a happier time. A Great Unrecorded History is a biography
of the heart. Moffat's decade of detective work—including first-time interviews with Forster's
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friends—has resulted in the first book to integrate Forster's public and private lives. Seeing his
life through the lens of his sexuality offers us a radically new view—revealing his astuteness as
a social critic, his political bravery, and his prophetic vision of gay intimacy. A Great
Unrecorded History invites us to see Forster— and modern gay history—from a completely new
angle.
The Longest Journey (1907) follows the young Rickie Elliot's journey to maturity. Orphaned
and lame as a child, Rickie was teased at boarding school and finds Cambridge to be a kind of
paradise. He is not an intellectual, but is deeply affected by art and poetry, and is accepted
within a philosophical circle of students. His new sense of belonging is challenged when he is
visited by old friends from home.
The Longest Journey is a bildungsroman by E. M. Forster, first published in 1907. It is the
second of Forster's six published novels, following Where Angels Fear to Tread (1905) and
preceding A Room With A View (1908) and Howards End (1910). It has a reputation for being
the least known of Forster's novels, but was also the author's personal favourite and one of his
most autobiographical.It is the only one of Forster's novels not to have received a film or
television adaptation.
A short account of E. M. Forster's life and career, followed by discussion of his major writings.
A final chapter considers his posthumous novel Maurice and the short stories.
E. M. ForsterA LifeHarcourt
Originally published in 1975, E. M. Forster: The Personal Voice draws on information about the
life and works of E. M. Forster that came to light following his death in 1970. Exploring in
particular the publication of Maurice in 1971, The Life to Come in 1972, and the Forster papers
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in King's College Library, Cambridge, this volume is an extensive study of E. M. Forster. It
provides a comprehensive and detailed overview of Forster's work, his intellectual and literary
background, his personality, and the reception of his work. E. M. Forster: The Personal Voice
places Forster's works in their social and cultural context and provides an excellent insight into
his development as a writer.
A Lambda Literary Awards Finalist Named one of the best books of 2017 by NPR's Book
Concierge A revelatory narrative of the intersecting lives and works of revered authors Virginia
Woolf, T. S. Eliot, E. M. Forster and D. H. Lawrence during 1922, the birth year of modernism
The World Broke in Two tells the fascinating story of the intellectual and personal journeys four
legendary writers, Virginia Woolf, T. S. Eliot, E. M. Forster, and D. H. Lawrence, make over the
course of one pivotal year. As 1922 begins, all four are literally at a loss for words, confronting
an uncertain creative future despite success in the past. The literary ground is shifting, as
Ulysses is published in February and Proust’s In Search of Lost Time begins to be published
in England in the autumn. Yet, dismal as their prospects seemed in January, by the end of the
year Woolf has started Mrs. Dalloway, Forster has, for the first time in nearly a decade,
returned to work on the novel that will become A Passage to India, Lawrence has written
Kangaroo, his unjustly neglected and most autobiographical novel, and Eliot has finished—and
published to acclaim—“The Waste Land." As Willa Cather put it, “The world broke in two in
1922 or thereabouts,” and what these writers were struggling with that year was in fact the
invention of modernism. Based on original research, Bill Goldstein's The World Broke in Two
captures both the literary breakthroughs and the intense personal dramas of these beloved
writers as they strive for greatness.
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From the Author’s Preface: Birthdays are often the occasion for assessing earlier experiences
and expressing hopes for the future. Opening the pages on a new century can stimulate a
similar reckoning of accounts on a larger scale. January first of the year 1900 was both the
beginning of a new century, as popular counting goes, and Edward Morgan Forster’s twentyfirst birthday. As the Victorian era approached its conclusion, Forster was nearing the end of
his studies at King’s College, Cambridge University. His great-aunt Marianne Thornton had left
him the legacy that saw him through the university. But how would he support himself
thereafter? The future was unclear until Nathaniel Wedd, a tutor who had become a good
friend, encouraged him to seriously consider writing as a lifetime occupation. Forster eagerly
grasped the idea. His first novel, Where Angels Fear to Tread, was published to popular
approval before he was thirty years old. Forster’s first four novels, Where Angels Fear to
Tread, The Longest Journey, A Room with a View, and Howards End, were all written within
six years, between 1905 and 1910, with A Passage to India being published in 1924 and his
homosexual novel, Maurice,seeing the light of day only after his death. All these novels were
widely acclaimed when first published and are still in print. Forster had a mind full of projects
on which he lavished his energy and prescient thoughts. His homosexuality was an everpresent black cloud affecting his actions and fears. The reader who wants a deeper treatment
of that significant aspect of his life should read Wendy Moffat’s masterly—and graceful—volume,
A Great Unrecorded History. Partly a biography of Forster, it is also a study of the era in which
a conviction of homosexuality meant two years in prison doing hard labor. Homosexuality was
also a challenge he had to confront every day. Another constant subject was freedom of
speech and the threat of censorship, often in the name of national security. The reader may
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wonder at the multiplicity of footnotes. This is deliberate. Spirituality is a subject that can elicit
many and diverse interpretations. The accumulated weight of Forster’s own words, assembled
from his writings, buttresses my conclusion far more powerfully than could any paraphrases.
Howards End is a novel by E. M. Forster, first published in 1910, about social conventions,
codes of conduct and relationships in turn-of-the-century England. Howards End is considered
by many to be Forster's masterpiece. The book was conceived in June 1908 and worked on
throughout the following year; it was completed in July 1910. In 1998, the Modern Library
ranked Howards End 38th on its list of the 100 best English-language novels of the 20th
century.
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